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BIOLOGICAL MICRO WAVE HAZARDS 

Victor T. Tomberg 
Biophysical Res. Lab., 

New York, N.Y • ., 

·Summary.- Short waves and Microwaves are 
known to produce in high doses destructi
ve biological effects. Physico-chemical 
a.nd biological studies.carried out mostly 
in the last 30 years showed us what and 
why this happens. In order to find out how 

' body. The stimulating and curing action 
depends therefore on the applied dose, 
which is the product of electrH:al ener-
5Y multiplied by the time of action. \f.nen 

efficiently we can protect us when wor- . 

the dose is high then destructive effects 
can result which we call bionega.tive ef
fects. The stimulatin3 effects a.re called 
biopositive effects. king with high power transmitters or close 

to radiating fields we should know what 
are the biolo5ical or physical actions, 

It was also found the.t some biologi
cal effects were obtained at very small 
doses. Control teats by heat applied in 
a wa.terbath showed in those cases a dif-

the effects,the doses and safety levels. '· 
This is the purpose of our paper. 

Shortwaves were introduced in 1926 as 
tool .for biological research and means 
for medical treatment (diathermy),based 
on observations by Shereshewsky and 1/lhi t
ney a~n the u.s~, Es?u and Pi\~~~~ in Ger
many and Stiebock and Tomberg ~n Austria. 
Later on,Microwaves were used for the 

, . same purposes ,and still are. It. was found 
; that the principal biological effect of 
high frequency fields is heat,the thermal 
Joule effect,due to absorption and die
lectric losses,regardless if the irradia
ted object is placed between condenser 
electrodes,in a coil field,or in the beam 
of a radiating dipole. Diathermy as well 
as electronic coolcing are based on that 
Joule effect. 

Biological objects are not ideal die
lectrics. They have a dielectric constant 
between 1 and 80 according to the content 
in water,a low electrical conductivity 
and a _bad thermal conductivity. They are, '! furthermore,of heterogenous structure. 

:"'-. The developed heat in such objects· de
.pends primarily of the relationship of 
frequency to diel_ectric constant and to 
electrical conductivity. vlhen we keep 
freque11cy and field intensity constant, 
then there is a maximum condition under 

, which the temperature incr.ease is d.eter
mined. This is the case when K ca ti 

\ where k is the electr.conducti- .2. 
-vity, £ the dielectric constant and f the 
frequency. As we shall see later on,this 
relationship is important to understand 
a number of biological actions which can 
not be explained by a general and homo-. 
genous thermal action. 

It was found that the therapeutical -
action of high frequency fields,in par
ticular of condenser or dipole fields ' 
depends on the b1o1og1oaliy tit1mula.t:t:ne 
~<:r!;it;il' et heat, as long~hat .developed . 
heat is moderate and does not produce 
any burns outside or inside -a\treated 

l 
\ 

ferent result. A nu:nber of resea.rchers,.-1,+, 
pretended that there must be an electri
cal action of the Microwave field of 
non-thermal nature, non dependine of the 
heat developne action of the applied e
nergy,but dependinp; on the applied fre
quency (like in photoelectrical phenome
na'). Indeed,su.ch effects are known to 
exist in physical and che~ical experi
;nents studied by Debye,\'lien,Falkenhacen,. 
a.o. They are based on moleculair reso
nance and ionic relaxation in liquids 
at wavelengths below 300 Mc. They are 
frequency and voltage dependent. Due to 
these effects a sudden change of the 
dielectric constant and of.-the-.electri
cal conductivity takes place. 

• The question here was and stil-1-· is, 
if biological material,like blood and __ 
cells, when having a different electr1- . ·-- .. 
cal constant temporarily under the in
fluence of the high frequency field,is 
behaving biologically in a different way? 
No positive answer is given as yet. 

There is an other electrical effect 
of non-thermal origine. It is.the orien
tation effect or the so called 11 pea.ri-! chain" effect. It occurs in ·emulsions.5',,,7,8 
where the two components,which may be 
solid in liquid or liquid in liquid,have 
different electrical characteristics. 
One of the components,particles or liquid 
dropleta,when free to move around and 
not hindered by Brownian motion,ligns-up 
in a pearl-chain-like formation. This 
effect which occurs only in A.C.fields 
at technical frequencies as well as at 

.,..,... 1 high frequencies is frequency indepen
dent. In studieing this effect for a 
great number of biological and non biolo-
5ical material, lilte red 'd::>od cells ,pla..'1t 

I, cells, oil droplets ,plastic particles ,etc. 
>tie found it to be

2
,V&altage dependent and 

not enex-5y depemden2t'.It 1s a. electro-in
ducti ve effect. In order to observe and 
·study it,it is necessary jo use fields 

' ::,f low energy because the Joule effect 
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decreases the tendency to form chains. This,however,does not mean that there is no temperature increase in chain formine, media. Any biological effect subsequently observed in such media can not, therefore, be attributed to the orientation phenomenon off hand. It has to be proven that the thermal action which coexists has not been a causative element. 

suecific-thermal Effects 

When certain as:pects of the thermal Joule effect are more closely examined -what i'l'e did in our research worlc - a new . thermal action can be found. The resultins effect,called specific-thermal,can not be duplicated by ordinary heating, for example, in a waterbath and is frequency dependent. Hence it is very often mistaken for an electrical effect of non-thermal nature. 15 ' 151 u., 171 '2.o, 23• ~-
This effect is based on the "selective action 11 concerning field absorption and heat development. When an object of comnosed texture,like blood or cells,is under the influence of a hi~h frequency field, then the ho:nor;enei ty of the field is disturbed. Some components of the biolor:,ical object will concentrate the field more than others. Besides ,components of different t. and K will have a different rate of heating up, because the heating rate depends on these two electrical factors, as we discussed earlier. This _means that there.will be areas or particles and layers with hif,h temperature pe-aks or r,;radients adjacent to those of low temperature peal<s or e;radients. This is a conc.ition which can not be obtained by ordlna.ry heating. The question now is if this tind of irresular heating pattern uubsists or· if it can be equalised by inthermal conduction or convection or by cooling from outsidi'. The answer is :no. 'i'hc reason,as we found,is that biolo5i-· :al objects are senerally poor ther:nal · conductors and that the 5eneration of heat due·to the field is faster than the heat equalisation and cooling-off pro-

cessus. , 
In a 5rea.t number of experiments it ·i w2.s shown that the specific-thermal ef-{ i'ect is bio-negative and destructive \·Then f. hisher doses are applied,even i·rhen the ~ _ averarse temperature rise. is tolerable. 

1 Interboundary discontinuities favori-' se suecific-thermal effects. I,n most f lnstru1ces, high temperature gradients in ~ s;nall discrete areas or particles are I ho.rd to detect or to measure. We develo-, peCt new techniques in using special i b 1 build mcroscopes with non-metallic o -jectlves and. stt'{';es,transmitters of con-· trolled and adjustable pulse fed through Lecher wires to the microscopic samples,· at wavelene;hts in the centimeter and 
' ,, 

., 
I 

... . ,, 

::.eter range. We measure the temperature \ 
I , \ 

Hith tiny differentiatine thermocouples and thermonensitive dyes. We use also radia.ting Dipoles for field absorption experiineats. 

hesults and Conclusions 

It is lmmm that hi,)1 i:itensi ty fields lite in Re.d.ars may produce ourns •,;hen the intensity exceeds safety levels. Actually this safety level of 10 mW pe:' so.uare centimeter was proposed having in mind that the principal hazard is bein3 burned due to thermal action of the field and that the electrical effects are,percentually to the applied enerey,insignificant. :t is not taken in consider,'].tion that,: l.specific-therrnal effects exist which may be dangerous at this same low safety level 
2.electrical fields can be reflected and concentrated 10 or hundert tirces and more,due to environmental.fe.cto1's of metallic objects ,,tater droplets ,etc. 
3.electrical biolo3icel effects depend on Voltage gradients and not on 2 applied intensities in '\fatt per cm , 

Therefore,further studies of biologice.l effects are justified and extended to investigations concerni113 the ionizing effect of hish Voltacse gradients which we f'ound. evident. 
Here are so:1le biological effects 1-il::ich have been found in earlier research. 

I The Iontouhoresis rate is several times increased. when simultaneously a co1idensor field is applied. This is due tolthe specific-thermal action of the H.f.field. . 
1
1 The Sedimentation rate of blood 'and other suspended particles in a 11-.qu~d is cnane;ed. This is a combined ele
1

ctrical and specific-thermal effect. . The e;rowth of llicrobes, Germs and Cel!ls is .stimulated. This is due to the spe'cific-therma], action of H .F .n:elds 
at \low doses. 

• The growth of Nicrobes,Germs and CelQs is inhibited and a killing action is J)roduced at temperatures which under . ord~nary circonstances favorise the gro1·1th. This is due to the. specific-ther-. .mal action of the H.F. field. 
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Certain wavelensths shoJ:T_a_hlo1=-'--------~ pos~tive,others a-oio~negative behavior · in ~xperiments where temperature rise is ~ important biolo3ic al factor. This is due to the fact that the energy ab-sorption at different wavelnegths has not been kept constant. Hence the temperat res ob:tained belong either .to the sti,ulating or to the inhibitive biolo-i;ic, 1 1 range • .-
·, 
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